Abstract. Content-based retrieval is now commonly used in image retrieval system. One of the disadvantages of the traditional content-based image retrieval technology is the "semantic gap", which means could not get the semantic meaning from the basic image features. In the context of wedding image, considering the subjectivity of emotion, this paper will present a further research on emotion semantic extracting of wedding image based on color features. Firstly, we will extract the color eigenvector of images using asymmetrical quantized color histogram, and then propose an optimized formula, which helps to classify colors for better visual characteristic. Secondly, five basic emotional classes will be put forward, along with a mapping model that calculates images' emotional eigenvector by using fuzzy function based on the five classes. Moreover, the use of crossing method to measure similarity degree between images will also be applied. Finally, we will carry out retrieval experiments whose recall ratio and precision ratio indicate the correctness and effectiveness of this system.
Introduction
For a wedding, colors establish emotional tone. We want to extract the emotion semantic of a wedding image, instead of texturing and shaping features which are less meaningful in wedding emotion expression, thus we can retrieve similar images based on emotion semantic in order to find appropriate wedding planning companies. Although the background of a wedding is complicated, it is easy to extract its color features because of its impregnability by the size and direction of image. At present, the most commonly used color space is HSV(hue, saturation, value), and the most commonly used color extracting method is global color histogram.
In this paper, image emotional semantic extracting will be discussed from three aspects. First, extract the color eigenvector of images using color histogram. Considering the similarity of adjacent color unit which composing color eigenvector, we propose an optimized formula, which helps to classify colors better. Second, we put forward five basic emotional classes, and implement a mapping model which switch color feature to emotion semantic using fuzzy function. This model can calculate the emotion semantic scores of each color unit, then figure out emotional eigenvector of whole image based on the five classes. Inspired by the crossing method used in color histogram, this method is applied to calculate emotional similar degree between images. Finally, we evaluate the performance of this retrieval system with recall ratio and precision ratio. Experiments demonstrate the correctness and effectiveness of this system.
Image Color Eigenvector Extracting

Asymmetrical Quantized Color Histogram
We first extract images' color eigenvector using color histogram. HSV color space is chosen to describe colors because it suits people's visual characteristic better. This method is used widely so we only mention here briefly. We can get RGB of a pixel from an image, then we use certain formula to transform (r,g,b) to (h,s,v), next quantize (h,s,v) asymmetrically to decrease vector International Conference on Advances in Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Informatics (AMEII 2015) dimension. The asymmetrical quantization formula is as followed, 
Next we use formula(4) to composite three-dimensional vector(h,s,v) into one-dimensional vector L. As follows, S Q and V Q is the quantitative series of S and V. We know
Finally calculate the frequency of each color unit in color histogram L, then we get the color eigenvector ) ... , , (
Optimized Color Classification
In traditional color histogram, quantization boundary decides the classification of color, when dealing with a pixel, it is common to classify it into one color unit of color eigenvector, but this color also has similarity with adjacent color units in a way. The research in part 3 requires us to transform a color unit into one specific visible color, considering the similarity between color units, we propose an optimized formula to classify colors better.
Two figures are provided to show the change law in color units. In Figure1-2, When S=0, hue is meaningless and always equal to 0, at this time the color is most shallow and is decided by luminance. There are 72 eigenvalues of color units in a color eigenvector. Black, gray, white pixels are all counted in hue=0(red) section, so we have 51 actual colors in total. Research shows that the influence caused by luminance and saturation exceed by hue when consider the expression of color emotion. So we only need to consider the similarity between colors that have different hue, same luminance and saturation. Through a lot of experiments we get the best contribution rate as followed.
For a pixel whose hue=i, luminance=v, and saturation=s ) 0 ( ≠ s , d is the shortest distance from j to i in hue loop which is shown in Figure 1-1 . The contribution rate to color units in all hue sections [0, 7] 
In this way, the contribution rate is smaller when d is bigger. Experiments show that color classification carried out with this formula is more suitable to subjective feeling.
Emotional Semantic Calculation Model based on Fuzzy Membership Function
Fuzzy membership function based on Statistical Method
Fuzzy Theory can represent people's experience and common sense in an appropriate computer form, it was proved to be an accurate method when extracting image emotional semantic [2] .
5 emotional classes are put forward as fundamental emotion units in wedding emotion expressing. A is fiery-festive, B is warm-pleasant, C is romantic-dreamlike, D is fresh-natural and E is classical-dignified. Number 72 color units in [0,71] sequentially, and let all color units be the domain of discourse except for black, gray and white. Then use statistical method to gain membership function which suit the subjective feeling of most people better.
In order to calculate the membership degree of X to A..E, we carried out N times independent repeated experiments. In each experiment, user select several color units from 48 colors which they think belong to set A...E, and the same color unit can be selected more than once. Let * A be the color unit set which is decided to belong to A in one experiment, as for color unit k x , M is the times
X is the Domain of Discourse,
is the membership degree of x to set A. We issue questionnaire in several well-known websites and finally get 402 valid results. Some results are shown in Table 2 -1, and the analysis result is in Table 2 -2. 
e e e e e E of a image , thus implement the mapping from color to emotion.
Image Similarity Measurement Method based on Emotional Eigenvector
Inspired by the crossing method used in color histogram, we can use it to calculate emotional similar degree between images too. Let Q be an example image which emotional eigenvector is ) ,..., , ( 
In order to evaluate the performance of retrieval system, we collect 100 wedding images and make a subjective investigation about these images so as to calculate the standard emotional eigenvector of each image. In each experiment, a user should select one or more emotional class{A,B,C,D,E} for each image. Use formula(11) to calculate eigenvalue of each class X. . The primary emotional class of an image is which has highest eigenvalue. We use 0.65 as the threshold value of similarity degree which is calculated using formula(8) when decide whether an image should be retrieved or not. The threshold value is flexible and can be adjusted according to users' willingness. Comparing retrieved results using our model with using the standard emotional eigenvector, the computed result is 
Conclusion
In conclusion, this system analyzed the emotional semantic that wedding image expressed, it's a beneficial exploration in the field of the research about emotional semantic application. The research is based on the perception about colors of most people and obtains a good result, but we should realize that individuality still exists, the system will be more thorough if we adjust individual membership degree of colors utilizing his/her feedback and improve the existing classification.
